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1. INTRODUCTION 

Considering schematically the problem of artificial sa

tellite brightness, there is on the one hand a known bright 

source, the Sun, on the other hf id, e calibrated receiver, 

the observation instrument. Between them - the observed sa

tellite, playing the part of a modulator of the original 

signal. Hence, we can consider two different aspects of the 

question: 

a) the signal changes offer to the observer data about 

the observed satellite: shape, dimensions, kind of surface, 

motion, orientation etc; 

b) knowing the characteristics of the observed satel

lite and its motion, the received signal can ba considered 

as a reflection of the phenomena occurlng In the high atmo

sphere. 

Therefore we can affirm that, simultaneously with other 

means of measurement,.the artificial satellite photometry 

can offer important data about the observed satellites and 

about the environment in which they are moving. This great 

quantity of informations intrinsically contained by the re

ceived signal led to an increase of the importance of the 

artificial satellite photernetry In the large frame of the 

actual space research. The principal advantage of the pho

tometric measurements consists In their passive character. 

Moreover, although the photometry cannot substitute entire

ly for other observation methods 'as radar measurements), 

It is limited only by the law of the Inverse of dietance 

seoond power, while the radar measurements - for instance -
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are limited by the law of the inverse of distance fourth po

wer. 

2. OBSERVATION METHODS 

To obtain the signal as obvious as possible - in order 

to study its characteristics - is one of the most important 

questions In the artificial satellite photometry. With that 

end in view some preliminary problems must be solved: the e-

phemerldes, the tracking instruments, the measurement instru

mente, as precise as possible and adapted to great amplitude 

differences (for Instance, the Sputnik 3 rocket had an am

plitude of brightness variation of 6 magnitudes). 

The simplest observation method, used at several track

ing stations, was employed at the Station No.1132 Cluj-Napo

ca too. Tracking the satellite, the observer estimates visu

ally the moments of brightness maxima and prints them on a 

chronograph tape. From these moments the spin period of the 

satellite can be deduced. Evidently, the more moments of ma

ximum are in a transit, the better is the accuracy of spin 

period determination. 

Another method is that proposed by Radkov (1970). The 

satellite la tracked by 3-4 observers; each of them manipu

lates a potentiometer in accordance with the satellite bri

ghtness variation. The data of all observations and the clock 

signals are printed on the same tape or film, by a multi-cha

nnel recording system. On the basis ot the observed curves, 

the spin period is determined with a good enough acouraoy. 
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Other methods are employing photometera with artificial 

star (Kosterin, 1959)- Such a device was used by Bukhantoev 

and Kharapui (I960), fhe artificial star brightness is mo

dified according to the satellite brightness variation, by 

means of a rheostat. The device is mounted on a AT-1 tele

scope and the light curv of the artificial star is recorded 

by means of a mirror galvanometer on a drum moved by a clock 

mechanism. 

Gusev (1963) al30 proposed a photometer with artificial 

star, mounted on a TZK telescope. The satellite brightness 

variations are recorded on a filn, by mear.B of an oscillo

graph, and the time moments are printed on A chronograph. 

The light curves are calibrated, using strrr, of known mag

nitudes . 

Better results can be obtained by nhctcgraphic photome

try. Such a method wa3 proposed by Rozhkcvaky (1964). The 

satellite brightness is estir _ted by photographing its tra

ce. The calibration is made by using seriea of traces from 

stars of known magnitudes. By the aid of ths same method and 

using a camera ÎÎAFA-3C/25-S, Lratijchuk ari Motrunich (1974 

a) obtained rather precise light curves for different .sa

tellites, as: 1962-49 A, 1962-56 B, 1962-82 B etc. 

Nevertheless the best results are obtained by rhoto*Lec-

tric photometry. U'ikg this m-'tnod, much „ere inf orrr-fU i on:; 

than in the caso of tht other nvi-hods can i.•; obtain*:-.:. .1 ;. :u: 

trio that tho r no to"] ccAvi 0 r,noV • >c t ry of -"tiCicial ôi.-.;'.--

l.:t';3 .1 •:;:-1 i 0 3 corupi ox: jinri r-.-rjf/i > i ;"o device:', ôirr) dri'.v/oa-,!.: 

of the actual photoelectric photo;:-' torn a.' . hand-^iiiiru-;. 
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too large field, successive measurements in different spec

tral regions, use of amplifiers, placing on the chart .vith 

a continuous manual processing of data etc. 

A simple photoelectric photometer, mounted on a TZK te

lescope, wae achieved by Grigorevsky et al. (1972). In order 

to remove the disadvantages of successive measurements in 

different spectral regions, photoelectric photometers with 

two (Bratijchuk, LHotrunich, 1974 b) or four channels (Lobe-

dinets et al., 1974J were carried out 

The disadvantages of hand-guiding were removed in seve

ral cases by mounting the photometers on photographic came

ras of the type AFli-75 with automatic guiding. 

Very good results in the field of artificial satellite 

photoelectric photometry were also obtained o-j Ver.katesv/arar: 

et al. (1961), Link and Zakharov (1966), Bojko and ,.'atyegir. 

(1969), Humbert (1971) etc. 

3. PRINCIPAL RESULTS 

nvy mean3 of photometric observations, various data a-

bout the characteristics and motion of the observed satelli

tes and about the hi^h atmosphere and the: variations of its 

parameters can be obtained. The most important data furni

shed by the photometry uf artifirr'ai cheilites are: 

a) Determination of satellite orientation in space ana 

variation of the position of its rotation axiu (îseasevich, 

1959; ^rigorevek., , 1910 ; >ê ;y, 1970,. .hich determinations 

are oV'-.en utilized in problems of space navigation. Also, 
# 

t.hf.y re fire;.;nut a c o n t r o l f o r the d a t a t'errii uhea by "' ;;*:-
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tellite telemetry and the radio and laser observations. 
b) Study of the satellite shape. Tracking the Sun's i-

mage reflected by the cover of the great balloon-satellites 
in rotation, an exploration step by step of their surfaces 
may be carried out (Vandenburgh, Kisaell, 1971) and then the 
variation of their shape can be Inspected. An example: from 
photometric observations, the shape of the balloon-satellite 
Pageos 1 (initially a sphere) was deduced to ba an ellipsoid 
with the axes 26 m and 22 m respectively (Humbert, 1971). 

c) Study of the satellite surface degradation, carried 
out by colourimetric and polarimetrlc observations (Bratij-
chuk, Motrunich, 1974 b). Such studies are important for the 
cosmic manned flights, allowing the detection of some con
centrations of meteoric particles in certain zones of the 
atmosphere. 

d) Study of the rockets behavior, also important for 
the space flight techniques. The escapes of unburnt propel-
lants oat of a «pent rocket cause an acceleration of the 
spin motion, phenomenon pointed out easily by photometric 
observations (Mclnne?, 1967; Eberst, 1968, 1972; King-Hele, 
Walker, 1973; Mioc, Ciubotaru, 197$). 

e) Satellite identification* Zt may be realista by pho
toelectric observations, using a multi-ohannel photometer 
and taking into account the peculiarities of the motion of 
each satellite. 

f) Sţpdy of the rotation of high altitude balloon-sa
tellites and influence of the re-eraited solar radiation 
pressure on their motion (Link, 1965). 
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g) Study of the heavy rockets behavior in the terrestri

al magnetic field (Grigorevsky, Shmelev, 1968; Shmelev et al. 

1970; Humbert, 1971). 

h) Study of the atmospheric transparency variations at 

heights between 15-60 km (Lebedinets et al., 1974; Bratij-

chuk, Motrunlch, 1974 b). It is realizable by photoelectric 

observations in the near ultraviolet, in the visible spectrum 

and in the near infrared. 

i) Study of the vertical distribution of the ozone in 

the terrestrial atmosphere at heights between 20-50 >jn (Lee 

III, McDougal, 1974; Lebedinets et al., 1974) and e/en the 

detection - at different heights - of the aerosols uf terres

trial and co8mlc origin. Such data can be obtained by photo

metric observations at the moments when the observed satel-" 

lite goes into the Earth's shadow. 

J) Data concerning astrophysical problems. The absolute 

distribution of energy in the stellar spectra can be theore

tically determinad by means of tha abaoluta distribution of 

energy in tha solar spectrum, using the isotropic diffusion 

of light by the satellite eurfaces. 

k) Determination of atmoapheric densities by studying 

tha satellite apin drag as a result of the aerodynaale tor» 

cea action. Some proposed methods will be presented in Sec

tion 4. 

4. TORMULAB fOR DENSITY DETER*IHATIONS 

According to a Moe's (1966) hypothesis, i-.ay and filler 

(1971) showed that tha apin rata variation la proportional 
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to the semi-major axis variation, the proportionality being 
extended over 50 revolutions, as follows: 

Aa - AV(Ăă/ÂV), (1) 

where: 
Aa » mean of A a (semi-major axis variation) over 50 

revolutions (which can be directly ubtained from the orbi
tal elements); 

AV » mean of AV (spin rate variation) over 50 revo
lutions ; 
and the spin rate is connected with the spin period, F, 
through the relation V = 2TT/F . 

By making use of the third Kepler's law, and with Equ
ation (1), the fractional change of the orbital period, T, 
for a single orbit is: 

' AT/T = 3 A V ( Ă ă / Ă V ) / 2 a . ' (2) 

Now, with the va lue of AT/T, the a i r d e n s i t y can be 

deduced from the well-known formula (King-Hele, 1964): 

£z+H/2 = [ " ( ° - 1 6 1 ~ 0.04 p. ) / S ] ( AT/T) \ / e / aH [ l - 2e + 

+ 5e 2 / 2 - 3e 3 - H(l - lOe + 7K/l6ae) /8ae + 

+ £ s i n 2 i co s (2co ) / e3 , (3) 

where: 

z » perigee height; 

K » estimated density scale height at the perigee 

height; 

U. = height gradient of H; 

£ =* atmospheric ellipticity (taken to be G.00335); 
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a * semi-major a x i s ; 

e » eccentricity; 

i = inclination; 

di 3 argument of perigee; 

S= ballistic coefficient (S = FSCjj/m, where P = 0.90, 

a factor to allow for rotation of the atmosphere; CD » drag 

coefficient; m, S = mass and mean projected area of the sa

tellite respectively). 

Grigoreveky and Bukhbinder (1967) studied the influence 

of aerodynamic forces on the spin motion of artificial sa

tellites, establishing a connection between the spin period 

change and the air density. Their formula permits to find 

density values directly from the spin period changes, with

out resorting to the orbital period changes. 

The problem can be solved with the following assumpti

ons: 

(i) the satellite la a circular, non-curved, empty cy

linder, with thin and homogeneous walls (their thinness be

ing negligible as against the cylinder exterior and interior 

radii); 

(ii) the angular spin rate is normal to the orbital 

plane; 

(iii) the collision between the air molecules and the 

satellite surface is perfectly elastic and the reflection of 

particles is specular. 

Taking into account these assumptions, Grigorevsky and 

Bukhbinder (1967) found the formula: 
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£= [3TTm(3D2 + 2L2)/32vQDL3(tb - t a ) ] l n ( ? b / P a ) , (4) 

«here: 

m « satellite mass; 

D = cylinder diameter; 

L * cylinder length; 

v = satellite velocity with respect to the atmosphere; 

P , Pb = spin period values at the moments t , tfe res

pectively; 

P = atmospheric density at the flight height of the sa

tellite, calculated for the epoch (t + t^)/2 . 

Equation (4) considers, in order to determine atmosphe

ric densities, only the Influence of aerodynamic forces on 

the spin motion of artificial satellites. Grigorevsky and 

Shmelev (1968) proposed a more complex formula which inclu

des the influences of aerodynamic forces and terrestrial 

magnetic field: 

C; . A ln(VPa)/(tb * V " ml ' (5) 

The coeff ic ients A and B have the following expressions 

respectively t 

A - 3 i r 2 ^ j h ( 3 D 2 / 2 • Lz)/lSr0h
2 t (6) 

B • ZÎTT2©^ ff pi2/128v0L2 , (7) 

«herei 

gs • denei'.y of the material from which the satellite 

is made; 

6* eleotrie oonduetibility of the material; 
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U, = magnetic permeability of the material; 

h = thickness of cylinder walls; 

H = intensity of terrestrial magnetic field; 

and the other quantities which appear in Equations (5)-(7) 

were defined previously. 

It realizes easily that Equation (5) permits to sepa

rate the drag effects produced in the satellite spin motion 

by the aerodynamic forces and terrestrial magnetic field. 

Indeed, taking into account the fact that: 

Qs 2 m/TTDLh , (8) 

the first term of the right part of Equation (5)» written 

as: 

^- A ln(Pb/Pa)/(tb - tft) (9) 

with A given by Equation (6), is the very Equation (4). 

A very complex formula for density determinations in 

the perigee from spin motion drag data was proposed by Gri-

goreveky et al. (1973): 

^ . -UTi^A/p'aeMAP/At , do ) 

where t 

Qfo* air density at the perigee height; 

A a inertia moment of the satellite; 

P » spin period; 

^P - variation of P in the tine interval At; 

and 1C is defined by the relation: 

£2TT 
W ' Jo FCv)y(v)dv , (H) 
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where: 

F(v) = (1 - e 2 ) \ / j JL/a[ \ / l + e 2 + 2e cos v / ( l + 

+ e cos v) 1expf~-ae(l - e ) ( l - COB V ) / ( 1 + 

+ e cos v)Hj ; (12) 

C2TT ^2TT 

^ ( v ) " Jo P l d 4 / ' [ P V o ( v ) / 2 1 T A H ] o o V ^ ; ( 1 3 ) 

VQ(v) = [|JL(1 + e 2 + 2e cos v ) / a ( l - e 2 ) ] 1 / 2 . (14) 

In these formulae, the notations are: 

a = semi-major axis; 

e « eccentricity; 

v » true anomaly; 

y s precession angle; 

H =« estimated density scale height at the perigee 

height; 

LL» gravitation constant multiplied by the Earth's 

mass; 

P,, P„ " functions characterizing the instantaneous 

spin drag under the influence of the dissipation moment and 

aero-gradient moment respectively. 

"36 can be determinated only by numerical integrations, 

using electronic computers. 

Each previously presented method was used by different 

authors in order to determine air density values from the 

spin motion drag of artificial satellites. 

The first method was applied by May and Miller (1971) 

to the satellite 1964-15 A (Ariel 2). The density evolution 
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at 310 km over 250 orbits ±3 in a very good accordance with 

the evolution of the geomagnetic activity. 

Grigorevsky and Bukhbinder (1967) applied their method 

to the Sputnik 3 rocket. They determined, for the interval 

13.74 - 14.76 August 1958, a value of air density in a good 

accordance with the values given by the "classical" method 

of orbitei drag. 

The third method was applied by Tovadrovs et al.(1970) 

to the satellite 1965-11 D (Cosmos 54 rocket). The density 

values, calculated for tne interval 14.29 - 20.28 September 

1966, present an evolution in a good accordance with the e-

volutions of orbital period and solar activity. 

The last method was applied by Grigorevsky et el. 

(1973) in order to determine air density values at 210 km 

from the spin motion drag data of the Sputnik 3 rocket. The 

values obtained by means of thitî method are in a good ac

cordance with those determined from atmospheric models, 

but only for time intervals with low polar activity. 

5. NUMERICAL APPLICATION 

Por a numerical application, we fixed upon the rocket 

1965-11 D. Out of its photometric visual observations, we 

took those performed between 1-15 August 1967 by 5 track

ing stations: 1023 Kiev (1 transit, 18 maxima; see Section 

2), 1024 Kishinew (5 transits, 171 maxima), 1027 Krasnodar 

(8 transits, 148 maxima), 1102 Stara Zagora I (1 transit, 

25 maxima) and 1132 Cluj-Napoca (3 transits, 41 maxima). 

Then, we used 18 transits with 403 maxima. It comes XJ ob-
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servations published by Qrigorevsky (1968) and to our own 

observations. In the case where tv;o or even ihree stations 

tracked the same transit, we adopted a mean initial moment 

(corresponding to the spin period value) and a mean spin pe

riod value too. 

In order to determine air density values, we used the 

second method presented in Section 4 (Grigorevsky, Buchtin-

der, 1967), because of the lack of geomagnetic data for the 

year 1967. Por the characteristics of the rocket 1965-11 D, 

which appear in Equation (4), '.ve used the following data 

(King-Hele et al., 1970): 

v = 8 km/sec ; 

L *= 6 m ; 

D « 2 m ; 

m « 1500 Kg . 

The results are included in Table 1. The first and se

cond columns contain respectively the moments (for August 

1967) and the corresponding spin period values (in seconds). 

With these values and with the characteristics of the above 

mentioned rocket, we determined - at the mean momenta (see 

the third column of Table 1) between those of the first co

lumn - 12 atmospheric denoity values (in units of 10~*° 

kg/nr*) at the flight height of the rocket 1965-11 D, values 

which are included in the fourth column of Table 1. 
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Table 1 

foment Period Mean moment Density 

(Auguot 1967) (sec.) (August 1967) (10~10 kg/m3) 

1.3129 

2.8819 

3.8051 

4.8031 ' 

5.8000 

7.7946 

8.7907 

9.7886 

10.8*218 

12.7797 

13.7750 

14.7730 

15.7695 

6.446 

6.472 

6.474 

6.482 

6.500 

6.535 

6.544 

6.554 

6.557 

6.576 

6.591 

6.608 

6.622 

2.3474 

3.3435 

4.3041 

5.3C16 

6.7973 

8.2926 

9.2896 

10.3052 

11.8008 

13.2774 

14.2740 

15.2712 

4.52 

0.47 

l . o l 

3.42 

3.28 

1.83 

1.96 

0.42 

1.85 

2.78 

3.32 

2.67 
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